
LOOK LEARN EVENT SCHEDULE 2017    We are open Friday: 8:30 am - 7 pm Saturday 9:30 am - 5pm

FRIDAY SESSION TOPIC PRESENTER

8:40 AM Working with Knits - New stabilizers & methods for sewing with Minkee, T-shirt knits, Gauze etc. Fun and fast. Ingrid

9:15 AM Origami Folding with Fabric - make a pinwheel quilt with a Pre-cut layer cake or fabrics Ingrid

9:45 AM Baskets and trays - for your sewing room or gifts. Fast and scrap friendly Ingrid

10:15 AM My tool box - New and favourite gizmos and gadgets that make our work easier Ingrid

11:30 AM Wefty Weave - Learn easy Bias Making and fabric strip weaving to make your own unique "fabrics" Ingrid

12:30 PM Wool workshop -$ Sign up for "Make & Take" mug rug. Learn stitches & embellishments. Includes kit, thread, needle Susan

1:45 PM Applique and binding - New methods with Misty Fuse and fusible threads. New soft approach. Ingrid

2:30 PM Ruler Magic - Come and see the latest helpful rulers and how to use them for fun but accurate results Ingrid

3:30 PM Handstitch workshop - $ Sign up for "Make & Take" Sewing room Mason Jar Wrap - learn transfers, techniques, stitches. Susan

4:30 PM Bag Help - how to deal with Mesh, Magnets, Zippers & Interfacings like Soft and Stable Ingrid

5:15 PM Crazy Quilt Fan - Use those stitches on your machine even if you only have 10! Ideas, stabilizer, needle and thread info Ingrid

6:00 PM My tool box - New and favourite gizmos and gadgets that make our work easier Ingrid

SATURDAY

10:00 AM Crazy Quilt Fan - Use those stitches on your machine even if you only have 10! Ideas, stabilizer, needle and thread info Ingrid

10:45 AM My tool box - New and favourite gizmos and gadgets that make our work easier Ingrid

  12 Noon Wool workshop -$ Sign up for "Make & Take" mug rug. Learn stitches & embellishments. Includes kit, thread, needle Susan

1:00 PM Bag Help - how to deal with Mesh, Magnets, Zippers & Interfacings like Soft and Stable Ingrid

1:30 PM Ruler Magic - Come and see the latest helpful rulers and how to use them for fun but accurate results Ingrid

2:15 PM Applique and binding - New methods with Misty Fuse and fusible threads. New soft approach. Ingrid

2:45 PM Baskets and trays - for your sewing room or gifts. Fast and scrap friendly Ingrid

3:00 PM Handstitch workshop - $ Sign up for "Make & Take" Sewing room Mason Jar Wrap - learn transfers, techniques, stitches. Susan

4:00 PM Origami Folding with Fabric - make a pinwheel quilt with a Pre-cut layer cake or fabrics Ingrid

4:30 PM Wefty Weave - Learn easy Bias Making and fabric strip weaving to make your own unique "fabrics" Ingrid

**No perfumes, food or drink in the classrooms please. It is a small space; allergies are an issue, as are spills and space. 

These are drop in events, except any of the "make and take" workshops. Please call or pay on-line for these workshops. 

Do be considerate of others. No seats can be reserved, but come and go so that everyone can enjoy demos also.
$ = Cost for make and take kit used in demonstration. Kits include fabric, thread, needle. Sign up please.


